Hello,
Thank you for downloading chapter 3 of
‘The Ultimate Success Secret’. My hope
is that it somehow resonates with you
and helps inspire and facilitate the
improvements you are looking for in
your life and your creative business.
This book speaks to the one over riding
factor most likely holding you back from achieving all that you
desire as a professional artist.
If you enjoy the secrets revealed in this free chapter, don’t stop
here. I urge you to pick up a copy of this book and transform
your life. Hell, pick up a couple of copies and give them to
friends and clients as gifts. They’ll appreciate knowing you
have their best interest at heart.
To order your personally signed and dedicated copies visit:
www.DrawnBySuccess.com/successbook
Wishing you all of the wealth, creativity and happiness you
deserve.
Unleash Your Creative Potential,

Carlos Castellanos
Illustrator/syndicated cartoonist
Creative Transformation Coach
www.DrawnBySuccess.com
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TAKE ACTION TO GET THE KNOW-HOW
By: Dan Kennedy and Carlos Castellanos

N

ot knowing how to do something has never stopped me from
setting out to do it, and I’ve become convinced that anybody can

become competent, even expert, at just about anything; there are books,
cassettes, courses, classes, teachers, mentors, newsletters, associations, an
absolute abundance of information linked to virtually any and every skill
or ability or occupation you can think of. A whole lot of it is readily
available, free. More at very modest cost. Some, pricey.
I am frequently amazed and dismayed at the people who seek me out
and ask questions that evidence they haven’t even done an ounce of
homework or research on their own. Today, a business owner came to me
after I finished delivering a speech on advertising and marketing, handed
me the advertising flyer he’d prepared and invested his hard-earned
money in having printed and distributed, and said, “What do you think?”
I had a few questions of my own. “Before you put this together,” I

said, “what books did you go and get about writing advertising headlines?
About advertising in general” And I could have asked a dozen more
questions along these same lines. The answers were, frankly, pitiful. Nonexistent. He had done nothing, nada, zero to prepare himself for the task
of putting together effective advertising flyers. When you look at this
objectively, from the outside in, it’s pretty obvious that this is stupid
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behavior. And quite bluntly, if you insist on behaving stupidly, you do
not deserve positive results.
Ignorance about any particular subject is forgivable and, fortunately,
fixable. Stupidity is another story altogether.

The Serious Student At Work
When I became earnest about using more humor in my speeches and
seminars, and getting good at using it, for example, I found no shortage
of assistance out there. Beyond simply observing and analyzing great
humorists and comedians, I found plenty of books on the subject, Esar’s
Comic Encyclopedia, videos, seminars, newsletters, and audiocassette
courses. I learned “timing” from listening to a fantastic humorous
speaker, Dr. Charles Jarvis, from comedian Shelley Berman, and others,
over and over and over again. I read all the classic masters – Benchley,
Thurber, I read all the contemporary humorists, I read everything Steve
Allen ever wrote, I found ‘old’ comedy records, I subscribed to humor
services like Orbens. I became a very serious student of humor.
Gradually I transitioned from picking and telling jokes to creating
original material, from jokes to humorous stories. I did a whole lot of
homework.
When I got involved in teaching advertising, marketing and sales to
doctors of chiropractic, I became a serious student of the chiropractic
profession. I subscribed to the profession’s journals, I got and read books,
I visited offices, I went to seminars, I asked questions of doctors. In a few
months, I knew enough and sounded so much like a chiropractor that we
had to continually correct doctors who called me “Dr. Kennedy” and
convinced themselves I was one of them. To this day, I’ll be walking
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through a hotel lobby, airport, mall and have a chiropractor yell out,
“hello Dr. Kennedy!” And, although I would never give an adjustment, I
can do a decent exam, a good report of findings, I can sell people on
chiropractic better than most chiropractors, and I could operate a practice. I could go to a convention and easily pass myself off as a doctor if I
chose to. I’ll bet I could go to an office and get myself hired as an associate doctor.
Some years back, I worked closely with a client in the retail theft control business. His company dealt with employee and deliveryman theft in
supermarkets, convenience stores and drug stores (where it is an immense
problem). Then, I subscribed to all the trade journals of the supermarket,
convenience store and drug store industry, and assembled articles about
theft from several years of back issues. I read what books I could find on
the subject. I studied my client’s materials. I learned the language of retail
finance. To this day, I can walk into any such store or restaurant and, in
5 minutes, tell you whether or not the employees are stealing and, if so,
show you the “hidden evidence” that proves it. And I could give a
seminar to retailers on the subject and no one would question my status
as an expert.
I’m not bragging. I’m just pointing out that it isn’t very difficult to
quickly acquire expertise in a given area, if that’s what you want to do.
But it’s amazing to me the number of people who just never bother.
When I worked with the chiropractors, I used to ask groups for a
show of hands – how many had really studied even one book or course
on how to sell. In most groups, less than half; yet everyday, their incomes
depend on their effectiveness at selling…selling the public and new
prospective patients on chiropractic, selling new patients their recom47
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mendations and their fees. They’re not alone. Just about every business or
occupation is a composite of several different types of expertise, but most
people master one and are content being an amateur in the others.
If not knowing about something stands between you and what you
want to accomplish, get busy and go get that know-how. If really is that
simple.

The 7 Ways To Get Smarter
About Virtually any Subject – FAST
1. Find and read at least a year’s back issues of the related trade or
specialty magazines.
Every business, industry, occupation, vocation, hobby or special
interest – from cooking to computer programming, from ostrich
farming to searching for lost gold mines, from long-haul truck driving to golfing, from writing to woodworking, from Astrology to zoology – has one, in most cases, several magazines all its own. In these
magazines, the experts write articles, are interviewed and profiled,
how-to secrets are revealed, advertisers promote their wares.
2. Answer a lot of the ads you find in these magazines.
Let all those advertisers try to sell you their products and services.
Soon, you’ll be deluged with information. All coming to you, free.
3. Find the top experts, most successful people and most celebrated
people in the field.
Such people have probably written books, recorded audiocassettes, they may sell such products, seminars or consulting, and/or
they may even be approachable just to talk with or visit with free.
Seek out the best and the brightest and find out how you can best
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turn their experience into your knowledge. Surprisingly, even in
competitive fields, these outspoken experts and super achievers exist.
Some years back, I worked with a chiropractor who started his
own practice immediately after school. Almost immediately. First,
armed with a list he had painstakingly compiled of 50 of the most
successful, most respected chiropractors in the country, he got in his
car and drove across country, north, south, east and west, going to
each of their offices, asking if he could observe, take the doctor to
lunch or dinner and pick his brain, visit with the staff, and so on.
Forty-nine of the fifty were gracious, generous, encouraging and helpful. He arrived home with what he called ‘A Master Practice-Building
Plan From The Masters Of The Profession’. He had great confidence
in this plan. He implemented it with natural enthusiasm and positive
expectation. And he built a record-breaking practice in short order.
If I were to start in a brand new business today, I would follow
his example.
4. Find the books written by “the OLD masters.”
Just about every field has “old masters”, whose works are hard to
find or even out of print, who many ignore as passed by time and no
longer important. They’re wrong.
In the selling field, every salesperson should read books by Frank
Bettger, Red Motley, Robert Trailins, to name a few, from the
1950’s, the 1940’s, and earlier if you can find them. Robert Trailins’
“old book”, DYNAMIC SELLING, published by Prentice-Hall a long
time ago, to be found only in libraries or used bookstores, offers better advice on crafting powerful appointment-getting presentations
than any book, seminar or course I’m aware of.
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In direct-response advertising and copywriting, today’s top pros,
like my friends Gary Halbert and Ted Nicholas, and I, constantly refer
novices to the works of the “old masters,” Robert Collier, Claude
Hopkins, Victor Schwab and others, dating back to the 1930’s.
I would add, of course, the suggestion that you read MY books,
and I’m reluctant to say it, but I’m reaching the “old master” status.
For selling, read my NO B.S. SALES SUCCESS IN THE NEW
ECONOMY book. For marketing, read NO B.S. DIRECT
MARKETING FOR NON-DIRECT MARKETING BUSINESSES, as
well as THE ULTIMATE MARKETING PLAN and THE
ULTIMATE SALES LETTER. For entrepreneurship, read NO B.S.
BUSINESS SUCCESS IN THE NEW ECONOMY and NO B.S.
WEALTH ATTRACTION IN THE NEW ECONOMY. They’re all
readily available at bookstores, BN.com, amazon.com, or you can get
free information about them at www.NoBSBooks.com.
5. Join trade associations or clubs.
The “learning curve shortcuts” available through trade association
membership and attending association conventions and workshops is
remarkable. The opportunity to make dozens and dozens of important and beneficial contacts is even greater.
Most associations have archives of tapes from past years’ conventions and workshops, so you can “attend” two, five, even ten years of
past events as if a time machine was at your disposal.
Many national associations have state, regional or city “chapters”
with easily accessible meetings and seminars, usually all at very modest
costs. If you are interested in writing, for example, The National Writers
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Club has Chapters in most states. If you are interested in speaking, the
National Speakers Association has Chapters in many cities.
At Glazer-Kennedy Insider’s Circle (GKIC), we now have local
chapters and private coaching groups throughout North America.
You can join your local group right here in South Florida run by Andrew J. Cass, the Glazer-Kennedy Insider’s Circle Independent
Business Advisor (IBA) and co-author of this book. For more information visit: www.NoBSMiami.com
6. Take a class, workshop or seminar.
Community colleges are getting more and more progressive and
competitive in their class offerings and their use of bona fide, real
world experts as instructors. The seminar organization, The Learning
Annex, with operations in many major cities, offers the most diverse
assortment of classes I’ve ever seen – everything from how to start an
import/export business to how to become a belly dancer or how to
strip like a pro to how to buy and sell antiques.
Somewhere, there’s somebody giving a class, workshop or seminar
on just about any subject you might imagine. (There is, for example,
a bona fide expert who takes a few people at a time fishing for a week,
at a hefty $5,000.00 a pop, and teaches them “how fish think” so that
they can more easily catch more fish. Laugh if you will, but he is for
real, and was the subject of a very successful TV infomercial, “Outdoor Challenge”, hosted by Curt Gowdy, produced by my friend Pam
Daily, for which I wrote the commercials.
My friend Jerry Patterson has hundreds of loyal, happy students
at his periodic ‘casino gaming conventions’, where he teaches his
blackjack methods.)
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One great source of information about top quality courses, seminars and conferences, is at: www.GKICResourcesMiami.com
7. Do your homework.
The good old-fashioned public library is a place to start. Most
major city libraries have self-serve, easy to use computer systems, so
you can plug in any topic and find all the books, articles and other
resources related to it. There is a master directory published for every
imaginable subject, and if you can’t find one in your area of interest,
there is a ‘Directory Of Directories’ to help you.
Or you could Google it.
– Dan Kennedy
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I

t’s funny how sometimes the most seemingly inconsequential experience, or action, can set off a ripple effect that sets you on a journey of

growth and discovery, defining your life, your purpose.
I remember rushing home one afternoon after school to watch an episode of Bewitched. In this particular episode what caught my attention,
despite all the magic and shenanigans that were central to the show, was
the image of Darrin Stephens sitting behind a large wooden drawing
table in his home office working on ad campaigns and drawing cartoon
characters. For some reason, that image stuck in my head; time seemed to
freeze. In that moment, I decided that’s what I wanted to do. Like Darrin
Stephens, I wanted to sit behind a large wooden drafting table from a
home office and draw. I was in second grade.
Little did I know, I created an image in my mind so powerful, it literally propelled me down a path of taking action and acquiring the
knowledge necessary to create that scenario in my life.
Not having art classes available to me throughout my teen years, I
sought out ways to develop my drawing skills by reading everything I
could related to drawing. I started collecting and studying the iconic
artists in Mad Magazine and Marvel comic books. I practiced and drew
constantly. Through my school years I was labeled “class artist” by friends
and peers and had developed my skills substantially considering I was
self-taught.
The information was out there, and being a curious kid, I made it my
mission to find it. That’s not to suggest I was special in any way. We all
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have something that we excel at, mostly because we dedicate time and
effort to it. Kids are extremely curious by nature and very creative in
getting what they want. They approach problem solving as a fun, creative
game without all the hang-ups. Heck, my kids prove this daily.
As adults however, I find that we allow excuses to get in the way of
getting a lot of what we want simply because we don’t know something.
We develop this idea that if we were meant to do or be a particular thing,
we would already have the knowledge to do it, or at the very least, it
would somehow come easier to us. We pigeonhole ourselves into what we
can and cannot do. Can or cannot have. It keeps us thinking small,
feeling small, and thinking wrong.

Mentoring – A Shortcut to Success
In 1982, while still in college as a first-year commercial art major, I was
fortunate enough to have an illustration instructor who recognized my
dedication and took an active interest in my work. He offered to teach
me the basics of getting started in freelancing for a class grade. So while
my fellow classmates were being graded on completing class projects, I
was out making cold calls, hustling to show my portfolio and meeting
with art directors trying to land some paying gigs.
Without realizing it at the time, he became my first business mentor.
I began my freelance career as an illustrator without having a clue about
business, how to find business, or even what to charge. I was clueless.
Nonetheless, within several months under his guidance, I had enough
clients to keep me busy. I was making more money than I had ever made
before, doing what I used to get in trouble for doing in the back of my
seventh-grade math class. I was getting paid to draw.
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That was a valuable lesson for me. Still, there have been times when
I’ve forgotten what got me to the dance. A few times over the years
(actually more times than I’d care to recall), I struggled needlessly in my
business simply because I didn’t have the information I needed to
accomplish a goal or achieve an outcome I wanted. I was slothing
through, trying to figure stuff out on my own, frustrated with meager
results, and wasting time month after month trying to reinvent the wheel.
Like so many freelancers and solo-preneurs, I’m wired to going it alone.
Doing everything myself. Only to later remember there is an easier way.
As my wife can attest, I can be pretty dense sometimes. So now I’ve
continued to develop my skills and knowledge, investing heavily in
educational resources, workshops, seminars, conferences, and coaching
necessary to not only survive as a professional artist, but to grow, expand,
and create new opportunities for myself. My association with the Miami
Chapter of Glazer-Kennedy Insider’s Circle has been instrumental in my
success.
Most artists wouldn’t consider themselves entrepreneurs. But I’ve
come to believe artists and entrepreneurs are very similar in nature. We’re
deeply passionate, driven, focused, and creative. We dream big and can
clearly see the outcome of what we want to create. We’re the dreamers in
our society.

Making Comic History
In 1998, looking for an opportunity to produce more personal work, I
partnered up with my friend Hector Cantú. We started developing the
“Baldo” comic strip with the hope of getting it picked up by a top
syndicate. The premise of the strip was a simple one: the exploits of a
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day-dreaming, Hispanic-American teen and his family, living and
balancing dual cultures in the US. From a personal standpoint, it gave us
the opportunity to reflect on plenty of funny experiences from our youth,
but also let us explore more topical events in the quickly growing Hispanic community that the main-stream media was slow to address or disinterested in covering.
To our surprise, it received an overwhelmingly positive response from
syndicates. In April of 2000, “Baldo” was picked up by Universal Press
Syndicate and launched nationally to almost 100 newspapers, making it
Universal’s third most successful launch in its 30-year history, at the time!
“Baldo” was the first Latino family to appear in the funny pages.
With the launch came a wave of national media attention. Multiple
opportunities arose to do interviews on local and national radio stations,
newspapers, magazines, and TV news networks, such as CNN and
Univision. I’ve been invited to serve on several expert panels in a wide
range of conferences ranging from Hispanic Health to Advertising. We
even produced “Baldo” as an animated TV show with a major television
network.
Being fairly introverted as most artists are, I did the uncomfortable. I
left the safety of my studio. I learned to field questions from the media
and overcome my fear of public speaking. Again, I sought out the
coaching and support I needed most to help me capitalize on the new
opportunities. All this made possible through the steady growth of
confidence gained from consciously seeking out and developing myself
through newly acquired skills and knowledge. Some free, some bought.
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Surround Yourself with the Right Support
When I decided to start producing my work digitally in 1998, I was a
complete computer newbie. I was clueless. Faced with the option of
buying a Mac or a PC, I chose Mac. Not because it was better (I couldn’t
tell you to this day which is better). Truth is, I didn’t care. The reason I
chose the Mac is simple: SUPPORT. Many of my friends and clients
were already working on Macs. I had a knowledgeable support network I
could call on to learn from and to help me troubleshoot problems, fast.
Investing time and resources in getting the knowledge you need is an
investment in yourself. Learning from others, going to live events, and
investing in myself as an illustrator has opened the door to me working
and meeting some incredibly inspiring and successful people in many
industries including Internet Marketing experts Mike Koenigs, Andrew J.
Cass, Maritza Parra, and Bill Glazer.

Pursuing Your Passion
I have the privilege of being invited to appear and speak at countless
schools and libraries, encouraging children and adults of all ages to be
confident in expressing their creative vision and sharing their unique
voice. It’s never been easier to create a respectable lifestyle as an artist
doing the work that most inspires you. We live in an economy that is
increasingly placing more value on an individual’s ability to be unique
and original. Access to your audience has limited barriers, allowing you to
connect on a much deeper level while solving problems for clients or
inspiring a movement.
Mentoring and coaching others has been one of the most rewarding
experiences of my career. Now I coach and mentor other freelance artists
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on how to build more emotionally satisfying careers so they too can
achieve the level of success and lifestyle they desire, doing the meaningful,
creative, fulfilling work they love most and help them share it with the
world.
My biggest growth as an artist and entrepreneur has come from
choosing to stop struggling and going it alone, discover the steps, mindset, or systems others before me have already solved, and make the
commitment to acquire that knowledge no matter what. Surround
yourself with the people who can supply you with the know-how,
encouragement, and accountability you need, and you will grow yourself
into opportunities you can’t even imagine.
– Carlos Castellanos
Carlos is an award winning illustrator/syndicated cartoonist and
entrepreneur. He is the co-creator and artist behind the popular
nationally syndicated newspaper comic strip 'BALDO', the most
widely distributed Latino family comic strip appearing in over 250
daily and Sunday newspapers and read by millions nation wide.
He provides coaching for creative professionals who are ready to
transform their creative businesses, increase income and reach their full
potential.
Artists: Get Free Instant Access to my “Make Over 100k Per Year As
An Artist” audio presentation when you visit:
www.DrawnBySuccess.com/bonus
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There no shortage of information nowadays which means there’s no
shortage of opportunity, therefore I don’t think anyone gets to complain
about not getting ahead.”
– Andrew J. Cass
“Becoming a serious student of success will require you to acquire
expertise quickly in a given area. To hone your skills, research is absolutely necessary to build your foundation.”
– Eileen Burns
“Dan’s absolutely right on the money here. Most lawyers won’t admit
this but the fact is, just about any attorney can turn him or herself into
one of the leading authorities in most practice areas in 12 months or less
by following just the steps outlined in this chapter. Which of course then
leaves plenty of time to follow advice from the rest of this book to also
turn themselves into one of the most successful lawyers in any such
practice area. If this is true for lawyers, then I suspect it’s probably
equally-true for whatever business or profession you’re in too.”
– RJon Robins
“Beyond my artistic skills and creativity, the dominant factor to much of my
success has come from learning to identify my client needs. What I do, how
I do it and whom I do it for. Being a good artist is simply not enough.”
– Carlos Castellanos
“This is definitely a success secret I live by. At least 20% of my time is
spent in books or training programs that help me expand my mind to
new possibilities and ways of thinking, being & doing.”
– Mande White
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“Immerse yourself in everything you do. It is okay to lose control when it
is on purpose.”
– Kathy Dedek
“Working in traditional job settings can hinder the acquisition of skills
every business person needs. Fear of unfamiliar behaviors, like making a
‘cold call’ to a prospect, can stop a businessperson in their tracks. Make it
a point to identify what fears you have and turn the table by getting the
knowledge and skills to overcome them.”
– Ann Sockol
“Everyone talks a good game about how much they want to achieve, how
good they want to be until they discover the amount of work involved in
getting from Point A to Point B.”
– Dwight Woods
“I’ve read more books, been to more seminars, watched and listened to more
trainings than you can shake a stick at. That is the secret of my success!”
– Himmler Quettan
“Have you heard the saying “You teach what you need to learn?” It’s true
because teaching is how you yourself achieve mastery. When you’ve
taught something long enough to realize the extent of learning necessary
in order to master it, you’ll have learned it is far more valuable to be a
lifelong student than a teacher.”
– Karen Talavera
“Everyone has different learning styles. However, if you are reading this
book and searching for success, YOU MUST BE A LIFE LONG
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STUDENT. I am amazed at how much my brain absorbs. We have so
many resources… use them!”
– Debbie Wysocki
“Immediately out of college, my consulting firm employer billed me at a
seemingly ridiculous $200/hr. So that I didn't embarrass my firm and
myself, I needed to provide significant value to clients. Often, I was able
to make them very happy simply by being just one step ahead of them in
my knowledge of a topic or task. This was often accomplished by experimenting with the software or process the night before it was needed.”
– John Tate
“Everybody has the opportunity to change their current state of being by
educating themselves and taking appropriate steps to position themselves
as an expert in their field of choice.”
– Alex Lessa
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